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Giant form pathfinder

When you edit page content, you can assume the shape of a large or massive humanoid creature of a huge subtype when you cast this spell. Assuming a new form, you'll get abilities such as a +8 size bonus for strength, a penalty for dexterity 2, a +6 size bonus for the Constitution, a +6 natural armor bonus, a +10 foot boost bonus for low-light vision and
speed. If the form you assume is one of the following abilities, you get the ability listed: 60 feet for swimming, 60 feet in dark vision, rend (2d8 damage), playing 5, catching rocks, and throwing rocks (range 120 feet, 2d10 damage). If a creature has immunity or resistance to an element, you get its immunity or resistance. If a creature has a vulnerability in an
element, it can be obtained. Casting time components V, S, M (fragments of creatures you plan to assume) period school conversion (polymorphism) contentgiant form IGiant Form II school conversion (polymorphism); Level Alchemist 6, Mage/Wizard 7; Blood line boreal 7 casting time 1 standard action components V, S, M (fragments of creatures that you
plan to assume) effect range personal target you can assume the form of a large humanoid creature of a huge subtype when you cast this spell with a duration 1 minute/level (D) description (that is: Frost Giant, Fire Giants, Cyclops, Etin, Hill Giant, Ogrol, Giant, Ogre, Stone) New forms get the following abilities: If you have the following abilities in the
supposed form, you get the listed abilities: If a creature is immune or resistant to something, you get 20 resistance to that element. If a creature has a vulnerability in an element, it can be obtained. Last updated: April 3, 2017 Supports a limited subset of Pathfinder rule content. If you would like help with the Pathfinder Player option that does not apply here,
please email us and we are happy to offer you additional support. RPGBOT uses a popular color coding scheme during the Pathfinder Build Handbook. There are also many colored items that are also links to the Pizzo SRD. Red: Bad, useless options, or very situational options. Orange: OK option or draw useful options that apply only in rare cases: Good
option. Blue: A fantastic option, often essential to the character's functionality. Introduction polymorphism is one of the most confusing and difficult parts of the magic system in Pathfinder. This guide is an attempt to explain how rules work and how to best use polymorphic orders. Because all available polymorphic forms cannot reasonably cover all available
forms, this guide is generally only available only with the options presented in the original Bestiary. Additional options check the official Bestiary index and filter it to the type and size of the creature you want. We hope the analysis below will help you to dizzy yourself with the form that is omitted. How does polymorphism work? Before you read this Read the
polymorphic section of Pathfinder SRD. I'll wait here because this is internet text. Are you a good mess? It was all right, I was. Let's disassemble things down a bit. What can I get when I do? +10 Bonus on disguise skill checks (perhaps you appear as a member of any polymorphic species, polymorphism with fire spirits won't help impersonate Prince
Dwarben) and bonuses to nature armor with a number of bonuses to your ability score. Ability Score Modifier is a size modifier, so it won't accumulate spells like gaining in a race or zooming in. Movement type: This can only be obtained if specified in the order item, such as flying, climbing, swimming, etc. If a creature has a greater or less moving speed than
specified in the spell, you can get less movement speed. For example, if a creature has a flying speed of 10 feet and a spell has a flight speed of 30 feet, it can achieve a flight speed of 10 feet. Instead, if a creature specifies a flight speed of 100 feet, it can only get a flight speed of 30 feet. Mobility follows the same rules. Resistance: Resistance to energy,
DR, etc., but not to enter vaccinations such as elemental immunity to secret attacks (unless they are mentioned in the description of the order) detected: dark vision, low light vision, blind sense, etc. If a creature has a larger/smaller version of the ability (e.g. dark vision larger than 60 feet), you get a version of the creature. You can only get it if you are
assigned to an order item. The default speed changes to match the speed of the form you assume: this is only the default speed, not the flight, climb, or swimming speed that the creature can own. Most orders specify that you can get a special travel speed. The DC of these abilities is the same as the DC for the polymorphic order used to change to its form:
This sentence must place two sentences before the paragraph. If a polymorphic effect allows access to one of the creature's abilities, such as poison, dash, or breathing weapon, DC is the same as dc of the polymorphic effect. It's very difficult to resist poisons, and it's fantastic because it's worth taking spell focus (damof). Natural attacks from basic creatures,
including proficiency in these attacks: These attacks are based on the default attack bonus, are appropriately modified by strength or dexterity, and use the Strength Modifier to determine the attack bonus. If you resize to polymorphic spells, you'll be able to apply the Size Modifier appropriately to change armor classes, attack bonuses, combat maneuver
bonuses, and stealth skill modifiers. Ability scores are not modified by this change unless stated by order: so halfing doesn't get extra power from polymorphism as something really big. Space and reach: Space and reach. With 15x15 feet of space and a 10-foot reach, if you have a human and polymorphism, you now occupy a square of 15x15 feet and have
a reach of 10 feet. What do you not get when you do? Special abilities (unless they are mentioned in the description of the order): The new body may look and feel like a real article, but it is not a real article. --Rules of the game: Polymorphism (Part 2) supernatural abilities spells and abilities like special attacks (unless they are mentioned in the description of
the spell) like the owl's bonus to racial skill bonuses, perception and stealth. Polymorphic spells cannot be used to change to a specific individual, and polymorphic spells cannot be used to assume the form of a creature with an advanced version of a template or creature. What happens when i polymorphism? If you are human, not much. But unless you're
using Alter Self, you're probably in the form of something cool. That is, animals, dragons, elements, magical beasts, plants, or pest types of creatures. If you are in one of these, here's what happens: mix all your equipment into your body. Items that offer a constant bonus and do not need to be activated (except for the armor and shield bonuses that break the
feature) continue to work during mixing in this way: this means a ring of protection, a cloak of resistance, and a belt of physical sica. Perfection continues to function. +1 Pool plate is not (only if you use a wild shape unless you add wild properties). Margie Armor offers an armor bonus, but it is not part of the equipment so it won't mix in you. I order Margie
Armor and Shield to keep working, but i'll definitely check on GM. Items that require activation cannot be used while maintaining their shape: No cane, cane, potion, or many slotless magic items. As a GM I can activate items that are not mixed in the form (considering polymorphic pouches) if you have the correct anatomy to manipulate it. Again, check with
GM. You can't cast the spells that the material components require (unless you have avoided material or natural spelling feats), you can cast orders into somatic or oral components only if the form you choose has the ability to make or speak of a dragon-like move: Avoidance material suddenly looks like a really good idea for transmutors and polymorphic
enthusiasts. If the new form does not fuse the equipment into the form, the size of the equipment matches the new size: Polymorphism with ogres changes to a larger size. Depending on the DM, the size of oversized or undersized items may also change. So your savage's big Bastard sword may remain big when it disforms him into an ogre, or it may remain
larger than one size. Check with DM. Loss due to the impact of polymorphic orders It depends on the unique and supernatural ability to rely on the original form (e.g. sharp sense, aroma, dark vision) and the type of natural attack and movement possessed by the original form: depends on the original form. Only a few of the class abilities depend on their
original form, so they only lose their racial sense. You also lose all class features depending on the shape, but you can add features (for example a wizard that can grow claws) and still function: so the wizard can multiform with snakes and grow toenails. Warskins. You may be affected by one polymorphic spell at a time. If a new polymorphic order is cast on
you (or you activate a polymorphic effect like a wild look), you can decide whether to make an impact on you, taking place in the previous order. In addition, other orders that change your size will not affect you while you are under the effects of polymorphic spells: If you are affected by valerian polymorphism, someone can polymorphis over you, and you can
end the Balmoral polymorphic effect and wait for the polymorphic effect to wear out. Although most of this should be obvious. GM is the final mediator whose power depends on form and is lost in the assumption of a new form. If the new form is owned by the new form, you can restore the number of these abilities. What if I am forming something smaller or
bigger than the middle? The only difference is that you need to adjust your ability to the size of the creature before applying the modifier for polymorphism. Size change creature's original size Str dex cone adjustment size fine +6 -6 - small +4 -2 - small - small - small medium -2 -2 medium -2 medium giant -8 +4 -4 medium colossus -12 +4 -6 medium colossus -
12 +6 medium size -16 medium size -16 medium size medium size -16 medium size medium size? Example! If the new form does not blend the equipment into the form, the size of the equipment matches the new size. So if you're an Eldrich knight and you're using Giant Foam, you can continue to use your awesome magic sword. Let's take a look at some
examples of Marly being level 10 dwarf wizards. His moving speed is 20 and he has a dark vision. He has no other special movement speed or vision type. He casts polymorphism on a regular basis, so he needs to understand what happens to him when he changes shape. With polymorphism, we can replicate the effects of beast shape II, elemental body I,
and popping self, so let's look at some examples. Marly wears armor +1, protective +1 rings, resistance +1, fast runner shirt, and physical perfection +2 belts. In this case, when mali polymorphism transforms into a human, polymorphism behaves like a change of self. Marley loses his dark vision and 20-foot movement speed. He gained a human 30-foot
moving speed, and a +2 size bonus on power, as stated in the change self-order description. Because he is still a humanoid, Everything continues to work normally. Mali polymorphism is transformed into earth elements and often involves large quantities of underground. At some point, Marley decides that he wants the earth to glide through some walls and
ceilings. When he is polymorphized into earth elements, dry elemental body I. You get a +2 size bonus on your strength and +4 natural armor bonuses and elemental body I. You get a +2 size bonus on your strength. You'll also get 60 feet of dark vision and the ability to slide the earth. In the superlative entry of a small Earth Elemental, Marly gains a 20-foot
movement speed. He does not get the oyster speed of the element because it is not specified in the order. However, he does get the earth gliding ability. Because the earth cannot glide without oyster speed, it means that Mali must get oyster speed as part of the Earth Glide capability, although it is not specifically stated in the order description, but it's
something athletes and GM should discuss. Spells can gain elemental dark vision, but do not specify tremors. This means that Mali does not get tremor. Marly also handles 1d6 damage and newly modified strength bonuses by acquiring slam attacks from small earth elements. He is not vaccinated against bleeding, critical hits, etc. Marly loses the effect of his
bracelet of armor (except for armor and shield bonuses, stops working))) and can't activate his fast runner's shirt, but his ring of protection, the cloak of resistance, the belt of physical perfection all continue to function normally (items that offer a certain bonus ... It continues to work:). Elementals can be voiced, so they can perform verbal components. Marly
needs a lot of avoidance material for many spells, or he needs to lay down the order component pouch before it can be configured later. You can also use body components at the discretion of DM, but DM may rule that anappers, such as earth elemental rocks, are not sufficient to mimic complex body components. This is entirely up to DM, so Marly needs to
check on dm before throwing an order. At some point, Marly may still choose to invest in the order to eliminate this complication. Marley Polymorphism her words ... Mal Marley is clearly upset, decides to cast a polymorphism on her trusty stead. Horses are big str 16, dex 14, cone 17. Because of its size, the horse is resized to medium size (Str 12, Dex 16,
Con 15), and then applies a beast-shaped water machine (see Beast Shape II) for large animals to give the Str 16, Dex 14, Con 15, and +4 bonuses to natural armor. The words are essentially the same, but +4 traded two points of the Constitution for natural armor. Regardless of class, building a character has some points in the character to solve it with an
effective polymorphism. Race is no longer important when it is race. No longer is a human/elf/etc, but the ability will affect the ability score when the score modifier and size is polymorphic. Half-rings and humans are prime examples. Halfring has higher dex but lower strength. This modifier doesn't disappear when the size of the harping changes, so humans
with the same statistics as harping have slightly different ability scores. This makes halfing more useful in the form of dexterity, and can focus on the form of weapons finesse and mainly dependent on dexterity. If you're building your character completely to focus on polymorphism, you can afford not to focus on your spelling field abilities. In general, if a mage
has to give up his or her abilities to intelligence, the transmutor must give up some of his intellect in order to give points to his strengths, dexterity, and the Constitution. Druids who want to rely on wild shapes should do the same instead of sacrificing wisdom. AC may not be enough to protect you because you give up your armor and shield bonuses when
you're in Damoff. Many polymorphic options will give you a flowering in natural armor, but this is very unlikely to catch up with the fighters on the entire plate. Therefore, there must be reasonable dexterity for ac and the Constitution. Strength will most likely be the main source of damage. You need to find the right balance between physical abilities, and
improve your ability to find yourself most heavily. Class Vision: Equivalent to a wizard, but does not have a blood line (unless you are taking a blood-free prototype). The Brown Fur Transformers Circle gives you a fantastic ability to grow an arcane on top of the wizard. Alchemist: Alchemist receives polymorphic spells at the same level as Mage and Mage, but
only increases to level 6 spells. You can't get new options as fast as a wizard or a wizard, but Alchemist's Mutagen offers an easy way to improve your physical ability score. Natural armor bonuses don't pile up (they are both natural armor bonuses; neither are enhanced bonuses to natural armor like natural armor amulets), but pension bonuses on strength
are a good idea in most polymorphic forms. Even if you don't want to polymorphism, alchemists are still a great class option. Infusion discovery allows polymorphic effects to be bottled and shared with allies. Imagine handing a fighter a giant shape I potion and transforming into a rock troll for a few minutes. Clergy: Animal domains include a small number of
polymorphic options. With 2/3 BAB and d8 hit points, clergy are a decent option for polymorphism. However, because there are too few polymorphic options, it cannot be a central part of the build. Druids: Druids are part of a wild shape, gaining all beast shapes, plant shapes, and elemental body spells and levels in front of the mage. Up to the form of Dragon
II and III, this means that Get the best polymorphic options early in your level. As they level, druids can use their top-notch polymorphic effects more times a day than others, natural magic, and they can cast spells while wildly forming into something that can't do that normally. In addition to all this, the intermediate BAB progress allows the attack to be more
accurate than anyone else and benefit from a power attack. Eldrich Knight: Eldrich Knight is a prestige class, but deserves to be mentioned. Once you get into the entire BAB and bonus battle achievements in a polymorphic order, it can be very valuable. Unfortunately it will cost you two levels of order casting, which means you've got the order level behind
polymorphism forms. Wizards: You can order one level later than the Wizard, but you can get more orders per day. Here, the difference between a wizard and a wizard is the same as that of a wizard in other cases. Wizards also have a lot of pedigree that allows you to grow claws if you don't already have them. This allows you to add claw attacks to
creatures that don't have business with claw attacks like snakes. Witch (Converted Patron): You get a limited selection of polymorphic spells, but you get the beast look and the best option dragon form. Wizard: Potty schools and their sub-schools offer some great options, and you may have some additional conversions for a few rounds of the day. See this
guide to help you play your translator. Feats Agile Maneuver: If you have high dexterity, or like a form with high dexterity and grabs (such as contraction snakes), this is a must. Defensive Combat Training: If you plan to wrestle, you need a decent CMD to keep your enemies in the struggle. Dodge: You need as many AC as possible. Improved Grapple: If your
form is built for grappling, you will get the same ability to grab and shrink to make the improved grapple duplicate. However, the +2 bonus on combat maneuver scan stacks with bonuses from grabs to make you more reliable. Improved Natural Attack: The damage yield for this feat is very small. Find better bonuses elsewhere, such as Power Attack. Multi-
attack: Not as good as you might expect. The best polymorphic forms have several basic attacks, so you will likely not benefit from this feat. The default attack bonus is unlikely to be maintained with the fighter, so penalties and bonuses don't extend as quickly as everyone else, but they can cause additional damage. Order Focus (Switcher): There are very
few conversion spells that require enemy storage, so it's not immediately clear what this is for you. When polymorphic, all abilities provided by the dispersion effect allow the spell to use a DC to resist the storage toss. In other words, order focus improves the DC of poison, trampling, breathing weapons, Larger order focus (conversion): where +1 is good, +2 is
great. Toughness: Druids hit d8, but wizards and wizards get only d6. Despite a decent constitution, AC is probably mediocre. Additional hit points will keep you on the front lines. Important Strike: A form with a single full-fledged natural damage with high damage can take advantage of Vital Strike. For tips on Vital Strike, see the practical guide to Vital Strike.
Weapon finesse: If you want to use dexterity-dependent polymorphism a lot, this is a must. Many creatures, such as Fire Elemental, naturally use weapon finesse, but polymorphism with creatures without weapon finesse does not necessarily cause harm. All natural weapons can be used with weapon finesse, so you can use almost any form of weapon
finesse with dexterity and low strength. Weapon Focus: Can be used in weapon focus if you tend to use small forms, especially common natural weapons such as claws. While polymorphic your strength/dexterity should be fantastic, but the base attack bonus does catch up with the fighters, so the bonus on the attack is good. CharacterAlter as a self-
alchemist 2, Bard 2, Magus 2, Shaman 2, Wizard/Wizard 2, Summoner/Unconnected Summoner 2, Witch 2 as a chosen or medium humanoid by Dymoif. You won't get a natural armor bonus, but you can get swimming speed with some special sensations (especially dark vision and aroma), and you can get a modest ability bonus depending on the size you
change, even if you're already that size. Only races that offer one of the bonuses allowed by Alter Self are included. There are a number of races that don't give anything to the turks. Ricans Lopez is omitted because it is a template that applies to humanoids. Little Humanoid: You get a Dex +2 size bonus in order. Previously, if you're a medium, you're get +1
for attacks and AC for new sizes, and +4 bonuses for stealth checks. Intermediate Humanoid: You get a +2 size bonus from order to strength. Previously, small +1 for attack and +1 for small will lose AC, and stealth checks will lose the +4 size bonus. Adaret: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot speed bogard: dark vision, low-light field of view, 20-foot speed,
30-foot swimming speed bugbear: Dark Vision, 30-foot speed Catfolk: low-light field of view, 30-foot speed change: Dark vision, 30-foot speed Dhampir: Dark vision, 30ft speed Dhampir: Dark vision, 30ft speed Dhampir: Dark vision, 30-foot speed Dhampir: Dark vision, 30-foot speed Dhampir. 30-foot Speed Drow: Dark Vision, 30-foot Speed Dwarf: Dark
Vision, 20-foot Speed Dour: Dark Vision, 20-foot Speed Elf: Low Light Vision, 30 Feet. Speed Play: Dark Vision, 30-foot Speed Hopgoblin: Dark Vision, 30-foot Speed Kitsune: Low-light vision, 30-foot speed lizard: 15 feet swimming speed, 30-foot speed lokata: low-light vision, 30-foot swimming speed, but only 10 feet of land speed muffok: 30 feet speed, low
light, 30 feet. Out: Low light field, 30-foot speed ougrekin: low-light field of view, 30-foot speed oak: Dark vision, 30-foot speed three-quarters: Vision, 30-foot speed sasquatch: dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot speed. Skulk: Low light field, 30-foot-fast tengu: low-light field of view, 30-foot-fast troglodite: Dark vision, 30 feet. Speed Trox: Dark
Vision, 40-foot velocity predominance: low-light field of view, 20-foot speed bana: low-light field of view, 30-foot speed Bishkana: Low light field of view, 30 ft speed Waiang: Dark Vision, 20-foot Speed Beast Shape I Alchemist 3, Bloodrager 3, Magus 3, Wizard 3, Low 30 feet, 30 feet (average mobility), 30 feet of low visibility, 60 feet of low visibility and 60
feet. For your combat needs, Deinonychus is the best bet. Use cheetahs if you ban your DM dinosaurs. Use electric eel or bull shark for swimming. Unfortunately, with the addition of a monster physique, the beast becomes a much less attractive option for polymorphism sshaped i am not trapped in it. Gargoyle surpasses The Daynicus in damage, and
Gargoyle can match the eagle's flight without sacrificing damage. Beast shape I'm still good, druids will do well with deinonychus, but the monster physique is strictly better. Little Animals: You get +2 size bonus esthefirm and +1 natural armor bonus on your dexterity. Nutrition: The only attraction of nutrition is the 60-foot speed. Beast Shape does not give a
powerful charge. Archaeology: Eagles are considerably better flyers, but the birds have gone so far that archaeology has an impressive land speed. Badger: Badger: The badger is an interesting combat option with three attacks, but the underlying damage is very good, so you're almost entirely dependent on unmodified intensity. It also doesn't get the
badger's oyster speed until Beast Shape III. Baboon: Baboons aren't an impressive statistical block, but they offer beast-shaped abilities and still have opposite thumbs. Dire Rat: 40 feet moving speed, climbing 20 feet, and swimming 20 feet. Low-light vision and scent. With some ranks in stealth, Dire Rats is a fantastic Scout form. 1d4 bytes can't get you
away from the battle, but if you fought rats in RPG you shouldn't ever surprise you. Dodo: Dodo is extinct because it's a lousy species. And because the dog had his own eggs. But mostly because it's a lousy paper. Dog: 40 feet moving speed, low-light vision, scent. 1d4 byte attack. Worse than strictly scary rats, but considerably less degrading, you can move
in public without terrible people. Eagle: Low-light field of view, flying with average maneuverability. Eagles usually get 80 feet flying, but the beast looks like I limit you to 30 feet. You can also get all three attacks, none of which won -5 penalties, and all attacks will be subject to a full strength bonus. Electric eel: low-light field of view, 30 feet swimming speed.
Apparently the electric eel breathes the air I didn't know until I read it in the Pathfinder Rules. D6-bit, plus a secondary proximity touch to handle tail and electrical damage. Goats: Nothing else can be obtained. Big Horned Owl: The eagle is strictly better. Octopus: Low-light field of view, 30-foot swimming speed. You don't jet to me a little sadly. 1d3 bytes, and
grab the tentacles. Keep in mind that you don't get the ability to grab up to Beast Shape II. Platypus: You can't get an electric position, you won't get poison from beast-shaped I. Sloth: You're kidding, right? A species that is too slow to symbolize moss growing on your body? Tilasin: Tilasin does nothing. Dogs are strictly better. Trumpet Swan: The bass
trumpet swan has a better flying speed than the Eagles, but the Beast Shape I is limited to 30 flying speeds, so the two are almost identical. Velociraptor: Low-light field of view, scent, 60-foot speed, and three major natural weapons. Both are in good shape for small sizes, but it cannot compete with Deinonychus. Eagle: Low-light vision and scent. Scents are
very rare in flying organisms. In beast shape I'll have the same speed as an eagle or a trumpet swan, so the eagle is a fantastic option as you don't mind giving up the eagle's attack. Intermediate Animals: You get +2 size bonuses and +2 natural armor bonuses for your strength. Boar: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, 1d8 gore attack. Bull
Shark: Blind sense up to Beast Shape III, but because it's an excellent version of the scent you get a sharp scent, and you get a very impressive 2d8 bite of a bull shark with low light vision. Cheetahs: Low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot movement speed, 1d6 damage, 1st bite 1st claw, 1d3 damage 2. It's special because there are no sprints. Contraction
Snake: Scent, 20 foot moving speed, 20 foot climbing speed, 20 foot swimming speed. 1d4 bytes are not good because they do not hold up to the beast shape II. Deinonychus: low-light vision, aroma, 60 foot moving speed. Two basic claws from 1d8 damage, basic bit attacks at 1d6, and 1 assist in 1d4 attack only for fun. The best combat form in Beast
Shape I, even if you don't get the pounding up to Beast Shape II. Dimorfodon: Low-light vision, scent (rare in flying creatures), flying. The 30-foot speed of beast-shaped I Dimorpodon matches the limits imposed on other options, such as eagles and eagles. Unfortunately, you won't get poisoned until Beast Shape III, so eagles and eagles are still better flight
options. Deer Badger: A bigger badger with literally a slightly greater damage dice. You won't get the oyster speed of the badger until Beast Shape III, so Dire Badger is surpassed by numerous other options. Dolphins: 80 feet swimming speed (beast-shaped I limited to 60 feet), low-light vision, 1d4 slam. You can't get sight in the shape of a beast, so dolphins
can't get significantly better. Instead go to the bull shark. Elk: 50-foot movement speed and 3 mediocre attacks. Frog: Low-light vision, 30-foot moving speed and 30 foot swimming speed. It is a special ability, so you cannot use your tongue, and a 1d6 bite is not quite interesting. Gar: Gar's only attraction is Grab, which you won't get until Beast Shape II. Giant
Gecko: Giant Gecko only offers climbing speed because it doesn't have the expert climbing skills of giant geko. And why use climbing speed when you can fly? Giant Porpoopin: Giant Pocuppine's Quills ability is special and can't be obtained, and it's not enough to form a tail-slapping battle. Giant Turtles: You don't get any special abilities of giant turtles at
any point. Giant Weasel: You don't get to catch up to beast shape II,you don't get blood drain. Goblin Dog: Low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot moving speed, 1d6 bytes. It does not get allergic reactions because it is a special ability. You get immune to the disease (I think it's resistance, and you get resistance). Hyena: low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot
moving speed, 1d6 bytes. You don't travel until Beast Shape II. Kangaroo: No travel until Beast Shape II. Leopard: Low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot travel speed, 20-foot travel speed. 1d6 damage to get primary bite and two primary claws. You won't get pounding until Beast Shape II, you won't get the rake until Beast Shape III. Monitor Lizard: low-light
field of view, 30-foot moving speed, 30-foot swimming speed, 1d8 bite. Don't grab up to Beast Shape II or Venom until Beast Shape III. Pony: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, two 1d3 hooves. RAM: Useless. Equestrian dogs: low-light field of view, scent, 40ft moving speed, 1d6 bytes. You don't travel until Beast Shape II. Squid: Low-light
field of view, 60-foot travel speed. Get a base bite from 1d3 to 1d3 and two secondary tentacle attacks at 1d4. You don't get the ink cloud, and you don't get the jet until Beast Shape III. Deer: Low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot speed and three attacks. It's not terrible, but it can't match the actual combat form like Dinonicus or cheetah. Stingray: Beast Shape



III doesn't get blind or venom. Venous Snakes: Low-light non-current, scented, 20-foot moving speed, 20 foot climbing speed, 20-foot swimming speed and 1d4 bite. You won't get poisoned until Beast Shape III. Wolf: Low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot moving speed, 1d6 bytes. You don't travel until Beast Shape II. Wolverine: Low-light field of view, scent,
30-foot travel speed, 10-foot climbing speed. There is no burrowing until Beast Shape III. You also get two basic claw attacks at 1d6 and a basic bite at 1d4. You sadly don't get angry. Beast Shape II Alchemist 4, Blood Lager 4, Magus 4, Wizard/Wizard 4, 6-story wild shape now you can get to climb 60 feet, fly 60 feet (good maneuverability), swim 60 feet,
dark vision 60 feet, low-light vision, scent, grab, pound, travel. Grab, pound, and the addition of travel to the old beast shapes are much more useful, including Dinichu and Leopard, both For reconnaissance, keep using Dire rats or eagles if you want speed, or switch to a serpent or hawk if stealth is needed. In combat, use Dire Tiger: Platchion/Virtuoso, Gran,
and three major attacks that deal as much damage as pounding. Little Animals: You get a +4 size bonus on your dexterity, a -2 penalty on your strength, and a +1 natural armor bonus. Cat: Low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot movement speed. Two basic claws at 1d2 and a basic bite at 1d3. Despite the bad statistics, you have a definite chance to kill the
level 1 human commonpeople. Compoñatus: Low-light vision, aroma, swimming speed, but even beast shape III won't get poisoned. Flying Squirrel: Flying squirrels are a strange rule. It has flight speed, but the polymorphic rules allow you to fly like anything else with clumsy maneuverability, because it does not give you special abilities that you don't get
glide. Fox: Low-light vision and aroma are very common. Falcons: Low-light field of view, 10-foot travel speed, average maneuverability and 60-foot flight speed. Two claws from 1d4 damage. The hawk replaces the eagle with the flight reconnaissance option because it is smaller and more difficult to notice. Lizard: Low LGht vision, 20 foot moving speed, 20
foot climbing speed, 1d4 bite. Monkeys: low-light visibility, 30-foot moving speed, 30 foot climbing speed, 1d3 bite. Because it has the same hand as humans, somatic components can be performed rationally. Otter: Adorable and fuzzy swimming speed. Owl: Low-light field of view, 10-foot travel speed, average maneuverability and 60-foot flight speed. Two
claws from 1d4 damage. Pig: The monster already wants to eat you. Don't encourage them. Poison Frog: Low-light field of view, 10-foot moving speed, 20 foot swimming speed, bite for flat 1 damage. There is no poison until Beast Shape III. Porcupine: I don't get quills. Raccoon: low-light field of view, scent, 20-foot climbing speed. Rats are more versatile,
but faster if you don't plan to swim raccoons. Rats: Low-light field of view, scent, 15-foot moving speed, 15-foot climbing speed, 15-foot swimming speed and 1d3 bytes. A slower version of smaller, more secret, scary rats. Ravens: Low-light field of view, 10-foot movement speed, average maneuverability and 40-foot flight speed. Skunk: You don't get musk.
Turtle Snap: You won't get the peel, and if you snap turtles will still be a bad option. Tuatara: Dark vision and climbing speed. It's not very impressive, but Tuatara is the first event to offer Darkvision. Serpent: low-light field of view, 20-foot moving speed, 20-foot climbing speed, 20 foot swimming speed. 1d2 bites, but the beast is not poisonous until shape III.
Weasel: Low-light field of view, 20-foot movement speed, 20-foot rise, 1d3 damage primary bite. It does not attach because it is special. Big Animals: You get +4 size bonuses on your strength, -2 penalties on dexterity, and +4 natural armor bonuses. Arsonist: I don't trample. Beast Shape III, but the base 4d8 Gore works really well with Vital Strike.
Unfortunately, the beast shape does not give a powerful charge. Aurochs: Low-light visibility, scent, 40 foot moving speed, gore at 1d8. There is no stamp. Axe Beak: You won't get sudden charges, which is the only real attraction of the axe beak. Bison: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, 2d6 gore. Strictly better than Orochi. Camel: I don't
get spit. Crocodile: low-light field of view, 20 foot moving speed, 30 foot swimming speed. I ate 1d8 and the secondary tail was slapped at 1d12. The crocodile's awesome abilities are special and cannot be obtained. DiMetrodon: It's not a good choice because you don't shed tears. Scary Monkey: Low-light visibility, scent, 30-foot moving speed, 30-foot
climbing speed, reaching 10 feet. Bites on two primary claws from 1d6 to 1d6 and 1d6 are each damaged. There is no more lend until Beast Shape IV. Because it has the same hand as humans, somatic components can be performed rationally. Scary Bat: There are no blind sensations until Beast Shape III. 20 feet moving speed, 40 feet flight speed
(average). Bite with 1d8 damage. Scary Bear: Low-light vision, aroma, 40 foot moving speed. Two primary claws of 1d6 are each damaged and 1d8 bites from the damage. Despite being a bear, this is a poor form of combat. Attacks and damage are revered, but other forms grab the pounding, eventually rake. Scary Boar: Low-light visibility, aroma, 40 feet
moving speed. Gore has 2d6 damage and 1.5 strength. Deer Hyena: Low-light field of view, scent, 50-foot moving speed. Bite with 2d6 damage and 1.5 strength plus you get on a trip. Strictly better than a scary boar. Scary Lion: Low-light vision, scent, 40 feet moving speed. 1d8 damage plus a basic bite to grab, and 2 basic claws at 1d6. You also get a
pounding, but you won't get the rake until Beast Shape III. Scary Tiger: Low-light vision, scent, 40 foot moving speed. 2d6 damage plus a basic bite to grab, and 2 basic claws from the 2d4 plus grab. You also get a pounding, but you won't get the rake until Beast Shape III. Scary Weasel: You get caught, but you don't get blood drainage or blood anger. Scary
Wolf: Low-light vision, aroma, 50 feet moving speed. Bite into 1d8 damage plus travel. Deer Wolverine: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot travel speed, 10-foot climbing speed. Two primary claws at 1d8, a primary bite at 1d6. No anger, sadly. Emperor Cobra: Beast Shape III is not poisonous, but good land, climbing and swimming speed. Giant chameleon:
You don't get your tongue. Giant Frill Lizard: low-light visibility, aroma, 30-foot moving speed, 30 foot climbing speed. The primary bite at 2d6, plus a secondary tail attack at 1d8. You don't get intimidating charges, because you can't flaunt those sweet frills. Giant Moray Eel: Low-light field of view, aroma, 30ft swimming speed, 2d6 damage plus 1.5 mouths
with power and grab. Giant Octopus: Low-light visibility, 20-foot moving speed, 30-foot swimming speed, but not a brute shape III jet. 1st Bite 1d8 Damage Poison up to Beast Shape III), and brutal 8 secondary tentacle attacks 1d4 damage each, plus catch. If you have a bard in a party, or sneak attack all of the same attacks on other bonuses, this is a really
fantastic option. Giant Hippocampus: A terrible attack, and a useful ability. You don't get anchors, and doing so won't help. Giant Skunk: A terrible attack, you won't get musk. Giant Dunard: You get a grab, but you won't get Puison skin, there are better options for grabs. Giant Eagle: You won't be ill, so a normal eagle is actually better. Gorilla: Low-light
visibility, scent, 30-foot moving speed, 30-foot rise, reach. Attacks 1d6 damage 2 times each. Because there are hands like humans, somatic components can be reasonably performed and weapons used. Grizzly Bear: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed. Two primary claws and one bite respectively from 1d6 damage. Hippopotamus: All you
get is 2d8 bytes. Basic damage is good, but with multiple attacks, it will be much more effective. Horses: low-light field of view, aroma, 50 feet moving speed. 2 hooves each with 1d4 damage. If you need to do so for some reason, you may want to act as a mount. Lion: low-light field of view, aroma, 40 feet moving speed. Two primary claws from 1d6 damage
and 1d8 damage plus a basic bite to grab. There are no rakes until Beast Shape III. Manta Ray: Useless. Megalloceros: It's barely better than elk. You won't get a powerful charge. Pachycephalosaurus: You don't get a booing fee. Pteranodon: low-light visibility, scent, 10-foot moving speed, 50-foot flying speed (clumsy). Bite with 2d6 déjà strength of 1.5.
Rhino: Scent, 40 feet moving speed. With 2d6 damage and 1.5 strength, Gore doesn't get a powerful charge, which is why he wants to be a rhino. Sharks: Bull sharks can actually be better because they do twice the basic damage of bites. Styracosaurus: No powerful charge or reflex blow. Tiger: low-light field of view, scent, 40 foot moving speed. Two basic
claws plus grab and 2d6 damage plus grab the default bite from 1d8 damage. You also get pounds, but rake up to beast shape III. Wallace: Useless. There are no garbage attacks and special abilities. Fleece Rhino: Scent, 30 feet moving speed. Gore has 2d8 damage plus 1.5 strength, but you don't get a powerful charge, which is the whole reason why you
want to be rhinerose. You won't trample until Beast Shape III. Beast Shape III Alchemist 5, Magus 5, Wizard/Wizard 5, 8 Levels Wild Shape Now you can get 30 feet to dive, climb 90 feet, fly 90 feet (good mobility), swim 90 feet, blind sense 30 feet, dark vision 60 feet, low-light vision, scent, contraction, ferocious, catch, jet, dog, pounding, beating, and the
previous best bet. With the addition of Rake, Dire Tigers continue to follow the battle options in Level. Use Allosaurus when charging and killing a single target. Use Mastoden to run the mob. Use Stegosaurus for regional control in battle. Miniature Animals: You get a +6 size bonus on your dexterity, a -4 penalty on your strength, and a +1 natural armor
bonus. Bat: A 40-foot flight speed with good maneuverability is respectable, low-light vision is good, and the 20-foot blind feeling is amazing. +12 and 1d3 bytes attack from small size to stealth. This is a fantastic form for Scouts, assuming you don't delegate squeek to use blind sense through your DM Echo location. Two amphibious subtypes do not list the
statistic blocks of the doo-sulpher. They have no swimming speed and the base speed is 5 feet. There is no mechanical reason to be toad. Giant Animals: Giant animals, you get +6 size bonuses on your strength, -4 penalties on dexterity, and +6 natural armor bonuses. Echelon: Basically a giant turtle, and equally effective. Allosaurus: Three attacks,
pounding, grabbing, rake. The basic damage of allosaurus is the same as the scary tiger, but because it is bigger, it reaches better, a better size bonus to strength, and a better size bonus to grappling inspection. Ankylosaurus: Low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot moving speed, reaching 15 feet, 3d6 damageplus 1.5-strong tail slam attack. You won't be
stunned, which is a much worse option than stegosaurus to get a trip. Ballucciterium: Two hoof attacks with decent base damage and charge. It's almost the same as mastodon, but mastodon has a better range. Behemoth Hippotamus: Nothing surprising except for the impressive 4d8 bite. If there is no vital strike, skip the behemoth hippopotamus.
Elasmosaurus: Low-light visibility, scent, 20-foot moving speed, 50-foot swimming speed, reaching 20 feet. A single mouth with a strength of 2d8 déjà d'aid 1.5, just like stegosaurus, it is suitable for area control. Elephant: low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, reaching 10 feet. Basic gore and 2d6 slams get a tramp for 2d8+ 1.5 strengths,
respectively. Jump ing a lot of small people. Mastodon is strictly a nether giant gar: you get to grab, but you won't swallow the whole thing. Giant Squid: Increases to 30 feet with low light visibility, 60-foot swimming speed, 260-foot jet, 15-foot reach, arms and tentacles. 1st damage from 2d6 damage, 1d6 1st arm attack, 2d6 attack. With 4d6 damage and
contraction skimped for 1.5 strength, grab it pretty scary here. Even if you don't have the ability to move, your reach of 30 feet can make you a giant scary grapple monster. Cast Overland Flight is a scary flying tentacle monster. Giraffe: Useless. Great White Shark: No bleeding, and other statistics of great white sharks are not impressive. Iguanadon: I don't
get thumb spikes. Killer Hippocampus: You get to hold and shrink, but don't bleed. If you're looking for an underwater grappler, stick to the giant. Mastodon: Low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, reaching 15 feet. From 2d8 damage and 2d8 damage to the default slam from the default gore, you get a tramp for 2d8 plus 1.5 strength. Ignore the
elephants and jump over many small people. Trample DC is a polymorphic DC and may not match Mastodon's DC 29. Megalania: You can get both grabs and poisons, but you won't swallow the whole thing. The poison damage of 1d4 is easy to overlook, but most creatures have 10 dexterity, so 1d4 per round can quickly bring in zero dexterity. Megaterium:
Travel, but otherwise useless. Orcas: You can only get blind vision up to 30 feet, but you can climb up to 60 feet with a beast-shaped IV. Low-light visibility, 80 feet swimming speed, reaching 10 feet. Bite at 2d6 + 1.5 strength. Parasauropes: Parasauropus's only cool ability is the trample, where mastodons are much better. Stegosaurus: Low-light field of
view, scent, 30-foot travel speed, reaching 15 feet. Tail attack on 4d6 damage and 1.5 strength plus trip. With a great range and travel, this is a really good area control option. Triceratops: Low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot moving speed, reaching 15 feet. Gore 2d10 from plsu 1.5 strength, 1d8 plus 1.5 rush for strength. You won't get a strong charge, so
mastodon is strictly a better option. Little Magic Beast: You get a +4 size bonus on your dexterity, +2 natural armor bonuses. Almiraz: Beast Shape doesn't give almirage's special abilities, leaving a lousy Gore attack. Auromvorax: Your claws and bites, all apply grabs. Hold us well, but in small size you will not be very effective in the struggle. Oromboraks
also get a rake, but the damage is pretty minimal. If you have to be absolutely small, you'll find worse combat forms, but Oromboraks is a comet with fantastic options like scary tigers and chimeras. Caucasus: Dark vision, low-light field of view, 20-foot travel speed, 60-foot flight speed (poor), 1d4 damage. You won't be petrified to make this a completely
useless option. Dark Mantle: You can now get only 30 feet blind, but it expands to 60 feet with a Beast-shaped IV. Dark vision, low-light field of view, 20-foot travel speed, 30-foot flight speed (poor). 1d4 damage and one slam to grab, shrink at 1d4 +4. At this point, if you want to do a tentacle grapple job, giant squid is a much better option. Racking: Beast
Shape doesn't give you any special abilities for the Rat King, so you can only get 5 crappy bites. Shocker Lizard: Dark Vision, low-light field of view, 40-foot moving speed, 20-foot climbing speed, 20-foot swimming speed. Bite with 1d4 damage. This is a completely useless option because you don't get any of the electricity power. Medium Magic Beast: You
get a +4 size bonus on your strength, +4 natural armor bonus. Aranea: Aranea is interesting because you can cast spells as a wizard. Without that, all you get is crappy poison. Baku: Beast Shape Baku's special powers. Basilisk: Bitten by Dark Vision, low-light field of view, 20-foot movement speed, 1d8 damage plus 1.5 strength. Gaze attacks, so this is
completely useless. Blinking Dog: The Beast Shape doesn't give you the same abilities as spells, so the blinking dog is effectively a dog with dark vision. Bunyip: The only interesting ability is the Kindle scent, because you won't get bleeding, blood rage, or roar. Chupacabra: Without chewpa, pounds and grabs are not particularly effective against these weak
attacks. Galvo: You won't get The Cleaver's Special Abilities (such as flocks), but you'll almost certainly get electrical damage to your attack. Grodair: Beast Shape noone grants Grodair's special abilities. Griff: The one that wraps the face of the birds, you have none of those terrible abilities in the shape of a beast. Zakalbeer: Don't confuse words, but
definitely don't confuse good things. You don't get any of Zakale's abilities, but you're human enough to use weapons and armor. Krenshar: Because you don't get a skull, krenshar is limited to ordinary attacks. Fad: All you get is a lousy natural attack, because you don't get the special abilities of Fahd, and you don't get resistance to Beast IV. Periton: Without
Pereyton's special powers, natural weapons are terrible without scary critical. The flight speed is good, but it's not enough to make Periton useful. Siren: All you get is flying and two claws. Beast Shape doesn't give you the exciting abilities of sirens. Slurk: You don't get slew's special abilities. It is not clear if you still get a slime squirt attack. Trollhound: Beast
Shape can't get you played, and one attack on the journey isn't enough for Beast Shape III. Voonith: 5 natural attacks, and a trip to one of them. Totally terrible, but you can do considerably better at this level. Worg: Dark vision, low-light field of view, 50-foot moving speed, 1d6 damage plus bite on trip. Totally useless in the second half of the game. Beast
Shape IV Alchemist 6, Magus 6, Mage/Wizard 6 You Can Now Get 60 Feet Burrow, Climbing 90 feet, flying 120 feet (good maneuverability), swimming 120 feet, blind sense 60 feet, dark vision 90 feet, low-light vision, scent, dark rock angle 60 feet, breathing weapon, contraction, strictness, darkness, hold, jet, dock, contraction, pounding, mane, cedar, if the
creature has immunity or resistance to any element, you get resistance to 20 elements. If a creature has a vulnerability in an element, it can be obtained. For Scouts, previous options continue to be the best bet. Allosaurus is a fantastic battle option, but you have to compete against a magical beast with similar attacking options to fly. Little Magic Beast: You
get a +2 penalty on your strength, a +8 size bonus on dexterity, and +3 natural armor bonuses. Blindheim: There's no blind eye, and Blindheim's attacks are terrible. If you don't have that ability, the Kabankle is a lizard. Rattling: Without special abilities, rattling is essentially a small humanoid. It's a humanoid that's big enough to use armor and weapons, but
why bother with its small size? Stirring: Dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 10-foot travel speed, 40-foot flight speed (average). This form is almost like a bat because you don't have any special abilities. Zoog: You don't get zoog's special abilities, and natural attacks are terrible. Big Magic Beast: You get a +6 size bonus on your strength, a -2 penalty on
dexterity, a +2 size bonus in the Constitution, and +6 natural armor bonuses. Ahuizotl: Because we don't get the special powers of Ahuizotl, the only thing that's normal is a few mundane attacks. Ampizbaena: Twice bitten by a poison that deals with constitutional damage. Andrifins: Fly, Pound, Rake, but you can't get the same spell abilities as Andropins.
Ankheg: Dark vision, low-light field of view, 60-foot tremor, 30-foot moving speed, 20-foot oyster speed. With a bite to 2d6, you can use it to persuade DM to treat Spitacid as a breathing weapon by getting acid damage and catch. Katoblpas: Almost the equivalent of Gorgon, The Katoblpas has four natural attacks, rushes, and an impressive 60-foot range of
breathing weapons, which deal an incredible 1d6 constitutional damage. Because DC is like a polymorphic DC, The Wizard Casting Beast Shape III will be much better, although the minimum DC is 17. Chimera: Dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot travel speed, 50-foot flight speed (poor). Primary bite (2d6), other basic bites (1d8), base gore
(1d8), two basic claws (1d6 each). Oh, and breathing weapons are available for 6d8 damage every 1d4 rounds. With some decent buffs, this can be a very scary combat form. The +6 size bonus to strength, plus the power of the bull makes the average chimera stronger than the average chimera, which makes it already pretty scary. The respiratory weapon
DC is the same as the DC with the polymorphic effect. Criosphinx: You don't get the sweeping charge, the only interesting tactical option for Criosphins. Death Dog: Basically a wolf with two attacks. Death Worms: You won't get the power of death worms except poison and burrowspeed. Devilfish: You won't get any special abilities for Devilfish except grabs,
and you'll find better options for grabs. Disenchanter: Because you don't get any special abilities, disenchanter is functionally blue camel. Dragon Horse: Other options have much more effective breathing weapons, but you get the breathing weapon of the Dragon Horse. Dragon Horse's attack is mediocre despite bonus electrical damage. Dragon Horse has
an impressive 120-foot flying speed, but it's not really enough to make it useful. Dragon: The dragon can fly (badly) and it has pounds, but its attack Flail Snail: Only four flail snail flails can be obtained. Giant Eagle: Low-light version, 10-foot moving speed, 80-foot flight speed (average), 2 base claws from 1d8 damage and base bits from 1d6 damage. Giralon:
Dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 40-foot moving speed, 40-foot climbing speed, reaching 10 feet. For 1d6 damage, 4 base claws at 1d4 damage, 1d4 + 1.5 strength. Glacier Doosul: It doesn't swallow the bitter cold, and the bite of the glacial tap is not as important as it is interesting. Gorgon: Dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot travel
speed. The default gore from 2d8 damage and two secondary hooves at 1d6, but they are not important. The most important ability here is the breathing weapon. Because DC is like a polymorphic DC, The Wizard Casting Beast Shape III will be much better, although the minimum DC is 17. Gray rendering: Three hits and grabs, but with grabs there are some
better options. Griffon: Dark vision, low-light field of view, scent, 30-foot travel speed, 80-foot flight speed (average). 2 base claws, 1d4 plus 1.5 rakes for strength, and basic bite from pounding to 1d6, 1d6. Basically a flying leopard. Hieracospins: Three attacks, a pounding, a flight. You can do much better. Hippopotadrift: Basically a horse with a swimming
speed. Hodag: Only the crappy natural weapons of hodagh can be obtained. Teen Luke: Bad flight, bad natural weapons, and abilities. Kamadan: Kamadan's attack is terrible, but the breathing weapon uses a beast-shaped DC, so there will be at least 15 DCs. Sleep doesn't affect as much as petrified, so Gorgon's breathing weapon is still better. Kirin: The
giraffe is a fantastic flyer, but the attack is terrible and you don't get the ability to spell. You can get the giraffe's breathing weapon, but the damage is really mundane. Llamas: Four natural attacks, pounds, rake. Basically the flying Allosaurus, but Llamas doesn't get a grab. Leukrota: Lucrota's natural weapon, and you won't get the special powers of Ryukrota.
Manticore: Dark vision, low-light vision, scent, 30-foot travel speed, 50-foot flight speed (clumsy). 4 far spikes from 1d8 to 1d8, 2d4 from two base claws, or 1d6 each. Something with Pounce will be more effective for users. Morbat: Basically, it's just a terrible bat with special abilities you don't get. Nou: There are poisons and pounds, but you can't get energy
drains or other special abilities. Owl: Dark vision, low-light vision, scent, 30-foot travel speed. Catch two basic claws plus 1d6 damage, and bite Pirmari from damage. Pegasus: Dark vision, low-light field of view, 60-foot travel speed, 120-foot flight speed (average), 1d3 to 1d3, 2 secondary hooves of 1d6 each. The really interesting part is the 120 foot flight
speed. Phase Spider: Dark Vision, Low Light Vision, 60 feet moving speed. You get bitten on 2d6 damage plus poison and grab, You won't get any of the cool subtle powers. The constitutional harm poison is pretty good. Sea Cat: Killing first class human commonpeople is slightly better, but not enough to make a good polymorphic option. Seaweed Siren: All
you get is a bite attack. You don't get sonic beams because they're supernatural abilities. Sheddu: 5 natural attacks and rushes, but if you want something to trample on, mastodon does more damage and Gorgon also gets a cool breathing weapon. Sleipnir: Sleipnir's attack is mediocre, its rush is weak, but the breathing weapon replicates the 7-level spell,
which is very fantastic. The prism spray is very unpredictable, but it's fantastic when it works. Sphinx: Dark Vision, low-light field of view, 40-foot travel speed, 60-foot flight speed (poor). 2 claws from 2d6 damage, plus pounding rake. If you don't have the same ability as a spell, this is basically a clumsy griffon that deals more damage. Spider Eater: Flight and
Paralyzing Poison suffice to make spider eaters viable options. Those attacks are mediocre and you don't get any other special powers, but paralyzing the target is the coup de grace bait. Stymphalidies: Stymphalidies are effective because of their special abilities, and the beast shape does not allow any of them. You don't even get a Doctor Unicorn: Dark
Vision, Low Light Vision, 60 feet moving speed. 1d8 primary gore from damage, and two secondary hooves to 1d3 damage each. It's not a good choice because you don't get special or spell-like abilities. Winter Wolf: Dark Vision, Low Light Vision, Scent, 50 Feet Moving Speed. Immunity to colds, vulgarity of injustice. 6d6's 15-foot cold breathing weapon,
available for every 1d4 rounds. Basic bite for 1d8 damage plus 1.5 strength, 1d6 cold, and travel. This isn't as powerful as the chimera, but it's probably the best travel option. Elemental Body I Alchemist 4, Blood Lager 4, Harness 4, Wizard/Wizard 4, 6 levels wild-shaped elements can be said, so they can perform oral components. You can also perform body
components with permission from The DM. All elemental forms get dark sight, and get one slam attack. At this level, slam covers 1d4 damage plus strength. The elemental shape, regardless of size, typically has one specific function. Air elements are reconnaissance, earth elements are damaged to deal with tanks, fire elements are strikers, water elements
are low-damage tanks. At this level you need to compare the options to beast shape II. For Reconnaissance, air elements can be a better option than hawks, and DM can cast spells in polymorphism. No one in combat form will come anywhere near the Dire Tiger unless you are fighting your enemies with the vulnerability to fire. Air: Flight speed is ideal for
reconnaissance. You can also transform into a whirlwind, a fun crowd control ability. The DC for the whirlwind is the same as the DC with the polymorphic effect. Earth: The bonus for natural armor is huge, earth glide is a great athletic ability, That's really all you get. Fire: The best elemental combat form at this level, still very scary. Combustion damages over
time, but only 1d4 rounds. Damage to small elements is only 1d4, so this can't win you any fight. Water: The vortex is the same as the vortex, but only works underwater. Natural armor and bonus constitution also make a decent tank form, compared to earth elements. If you need to swim, the swimming speed is good. Elemental Body II Alchemist 5, Magus 5,
Mage/Wizard 5, 8 levels wild shape now you are medium. Most of the bonuses at this level are flat numerical increases. The slam is increased to 1d6 dejimmy and strength. This level already rivals the beast-shaped III to add a rake to the mighty scary tiger, the mob-treading mastodon introduction. In fact, hollow elements make scouting worse than smaller
elements, and none of the other elements get meaningful combat options because they are larger elements without additional speed. Air: More dexterity, more natural armor, and 10 feet more whirlwind. Earth: More power and more natural armor. Fun. Fire: Burns go up to 1d6, you get more dex, a little more natural armor. Water: More Constitution, more
natural armor, and a whirlpool grow taller. Elemental Body III Alchemist 6, Magus 6, Mage/Mage 6, 10 levels wild shape and now you're big that gives you 10 feet reach. This level also gives you a bonus to score a second ability. The slam is increased by 1d8's deintelligent strength and strength. The battle option at this level will have to compete with Beast
Shape IV, which you can turn into a chimera. You can be a big fire elmental, set any person on fire, or you can be a chimera and set up a full room fire. Air: Strength, more natural armor, a bonus to tall whirlwind winds. District: More power, penalties for dexterity, bonuses for serials, and more natural armor. Fire: Bonus to the Constitution, more natural armor,
1d8 plus burn at strength. Water: bonuses on strength, punishment for dexterity, and more constitutional. Tall vortex. Even on land, this is the best tank form. Elemental Body IV Wizard/Wizard 7, 12 levels wild shape now you reach 15 feet and give you 2d6 damage to slam. Air: More power, doubling flight speed, and whirlwind increases in stature. Earth:
More power and more constitution. Fire: More dexterity, more constitution, and burns at 2d6. Water: more power, more constitution, taller vortex. Dragon I Alchemist 6, Magus 6, Mage/Wizard 6 You get +4 size bonus on strength, +2 size bonus in constitution, +4 natural armor bonus, fly 60 feet (poor), 60 feet dark vision, breathing weapon, resistance to one
element, other vulnerabilities. In addition, you can eat a bite. Two claws (1d6) and two wing attacks (1d4). All natural attacks are basic, and breathing weapons can only be used once each time you cast spells. At 6d8 damage, breathing weapons are not the best combat option. A constant magic effect remains in place, and spells can be cast for the tool.
Effects such as Spider Climbing in copper dragons are easily replaced by spells, and elemental vulnerabilities can be easily overcome with energy resistance. A spell that can cover a dragon's weakness, essentially the same with the exception of breathing weapons. Each dragon is functionally identical, as breathing weapons will be strictly worse than
fireballs at this level, so breathing weapons are not worth considering. There is a debate to deal with the type of damage that is less commonly resisted than fire damage, but fireballs are three levels lower and deal more damage, so they are not a substitute for explosion spells. At this level you will have to compete with Beast Shape IV to transform you into a
chimera. Beast Shape gives you +6 strength, -2 dexterity, +2 sieving, +6 natural armor. -2 Major Dexterity is mostly offset by natural armor, so the base stat bonus is better. Although Chimera can't reach, it gets the same number of bigger, better damage and natural attacks, it also handles 6d8 damage and has a breathing weapon that can be used every 1d4
rounds. Chimera gives up a 10-foot flying speed, but as a combat freak, he's better than a medium-sized dragon. However, it is assumed that the dragon can cast spells, so they can also cast spells. If this is what you want to do, go to the form of a dragon. Otherwise, go to the beast shape. Dragon II Wizard/Wizard 7 This level form adds more power and
constitution, more flying speed, DR 5/magic, better natural attack damage, reach ingested attacks, new tail slapping attacks, 2d8 more damage to breathing weapons, you can use a second breathing weapon. The damage of 8d8 slightly outweighs the average damage of 10d6 fireballs, but at this level there are a lot of other explosion spells that you can use
(e.g. cold cones) that will do more damage than breathing weapons. Dragon III Wizard/Wizard 8 Strength, Constitution, and the form of bonuses in natural armor are truly amazing at this level. The 120 foot flight speed is fantastic, and you get blind sense, 120 feet dark vision, and a scary presence. Reach goes up to 10 feet (bite 15 feet), and natural weapon
damage increases with size. Gain elemental immunity and use breathing weapons with 12d8 damage per 1d4 rounds. 12d8 is approximately 15d6 and can be used as a breathing weapon every 1d4 rounds for 1 minute per caster level. It is a lot of breathing weapons damage. In huge form I Alchemist 6, Wizard/Wizard 7 in large size you get 10 feet reach,
and you get low-light vision as part of your order. The bonus is Constitution, natural armor is pretty great, you can cast orders because you can usually have a talking humanoid hand. If you use weapons (Eldrich Knights are good for polymorphism), the huge form is great. Since you probably don't have a big scary weapon to shake around, you'd probably like
to use this to change into something with a natural weapon you can rely on. In other words, trolls are essentially the only option worth considering, because trolls are pretty fantastic. Natural weapons are still not good, but they get regeneration and dark vision. At this level you will have to compete with dragon II and elemental body III forms. Elemental Body III
is terrible, but the shape of Dragon II will give you a much better combat option for the entire caster. Weapon users like The Alchemist will do as well as rock trolls because they can continue to use armor and weapons and get play. Ash Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks. The Ashes Giants are immune to disease and poison, but they don't give you the
giant form. Cave Giant: Dark Vision, Low Light Vision, Rock Tossing, Rock Catching. Cave giants get ferocious, but can't get it in huge form. Cliff Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks, mountain 10 resistance and fire 10. RAW you get resistance 20 to get huge resistance, so you actually get resistance to 20 mountains and fire on all, but this seems to be an
error, so check on your GM. Even ogres are better. How sad is it? Desert Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks, immunity to fire (you get 20 resistance). Desert giants are strictly better than fire giants because they are not susceptible to the cold. Ettin: You can't get only a second head. Frost Giants: Rock throwing, catching rocks, immune to colds (you get 20
resistance), vulnerability to fire. Fire Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks, immunity to fire (you get 20 resistance), vulnerability in the cold. Fire Night: Play 5 (acid or cold), immune to fire (20 you resist), dark vision, vulnerability in cold. Fire Yai doesn't get a troll's natural attack or lend, but cold damage is much less common than fire, so fire yai's regeneration
is more reliable. Rock trolls are still better, but fire yai is not bad. You don't get the flying speed of fire yai in huge form. Freshwater Murrow: Attack two claws, but you won't get caught. Hill Giant: Rock tossing, catching rocks. Ice Troll: Basically the same as trolls, but you also get cold resistance 20 (real ice trolls get immune) fire vulnerability. Ice trolls are better
than trolls in situations where you need to worry about cold damage, but in other situations, Rock Troll is the best choice. Marsh Giant: Rock tossing, catching rocks. Moss Trolls: Weak by troll standards, the play of moss trolls is not stopped by the mountains However, moss trolls can double the problem with the most common types of energy damage by
adding vulnerability to fire. Moss trolls improve their reach with claw attacks, but their vulnerability to firing is still very concerning. Ogre: Dark Vision. Yes, that's all. Ogre Marge: DarkVision, Play 5. River Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks. Rock 'n' Roll: Basically the same as trolls, but the reproduction of rock and roll is interrupted by obstetrics and fire
damage instead of mountains and fires. Because acoustic damage is much less common than fire damage, Rock Troll has a smaller advantage than regular trolls. You don't get sunlight petrifying like a real rock troll. Slag Giants: Rock toss, rock catching, resistance fire 20 (Slag giant gets 30, but you only get in 20 giant form). Stone Giant: Dark Vision, Low
Light Vision, Rock Toss, Improved Rock Catching. Trolls: 2 claws each deal 1d6 damage after being bitten by Regeneration 5, Dark Vision, and 1d8 damage. Get a rend for 1d6+ 1.5 strength damage if you hit with two claws. It can also be a scraig that can breathe in the water and provide swimming speed. Tree Giant: Catching rocks. The Wood Giants'
biggest strength is their ability to spell, but they don't get any of them on the Giant form. Giant Form II Wizard/Wizard 8 You get a 10 foot bonus on speed, 2 more natural armor, and slightly better power and composition. The size also gives you a reach of 15 feet. The entire caster is still playing giant form I. Play is still really good, so find the form to play. At
this level you can also be a giant dragon, so for the natural compaison that makes it, for most polymorphic characters, dragons will be a more powerful option. This spell is basically only useful for Eldrich knights. Atach: Resist Dark Vision, Rock Throw, and Cool 10. Standard polymorphic rules allow you to get Athach's bite attacks, but they don't get poison or
rapid claw ingelastic abilities. Cloud Giant: Rock throwing, catching rocks. Great Cyclops: You get gore attacks. Jotund Trolls: Play 5 (Jotoon Trolls usually get 10), rock throwing, catching rocks. You don't get any of the awesome abilities of Jotund trolls, but playing is fantastic in itself. Unfortunately, jotoon trolls don't get lend like many trolls. You can't get any
of the coolest abilities of jungle giants in huge form. Ocean Giant: Resist rock throwing, rock catching, cold 30 and electric 30. Seawater Murrow: Attack two claws, but you don't get caught. Storm Giant: Immunity to rock throwing, rock catching, electricity. Tyga Giant: Rock toss, catch the rocks. Void: Immunity against dark vision, regeneration (you can only
get five instead of the top 15 of the Void). Water Yai: Play Dark Vision, (you get 5 instead of water yai 15) Immunity to acids. Monster Physique I Alchemist 3, Gorsuch 3, Magus 3, Wizard/Wizard 3 polymorphized as small or medium monster humanoids. You can climb 30 feet, get 30 feet (average mobility), 30 feet swimming, 60 feet in dark vision, low-light
field of view, incense, aquatic and amphibious subtypes. You can get both subtypes from aquatic organisms, so you don't have to worry about breathing air or water. The monster physique looks like a beast and runs the same level, so it's easy to compare between the two. Monster humanoids have a human-like anatomy, so they have tremendous
advantages in using weapons and armor. For classes that work well in proximity (alchemist and magi), this is an important advantage. For full casters, Beast Shape is generally a better option at a given order level because it offers a complete proximity package without the need to write gold on a pointed stick. But there are exceptions (e.g. beast shape 1
monster physique 1) and there is something to say about the ability to cast spells during polymorphism. Gargoyle and Storm Hague provide everything you need. They are fast, fly, have excellent natural weapons, can talk, have human-like hands, and have dark vision. The entire caster, who doesn't have anything like power attacks to increase damage, can
probably get more from Storm Hague, but alchemists and maggie can do more with Gargoyle's additional attacks. If you are trapped in the water, go to Deep One. Little Monster Humanoid: You get +2 size bonus esthefirm and +1 natural armor bonus on your dexterity. None listed in Bestiary 1. Middle Monster Humanoid: You get +2 size bonuses and +2
natural armor bonuses on your strength. Deep Circle: 20 feet speed, 60 feet dark vision, low light field of view, 30 feet swimming, aquatic and amphibious subtypes. 2 claws. Doppelganger: 30 feet at speed, 60 feet dark vision. 2 claws. Gargoyle: Fly at a speed of 40 feet, 60 feet dark vision, and 30 feet (average). 2 claws, bite bite, gore. Basically better basic
damageflight dinonissue. This makes the beast look completely useless. Grios: Fly at a speed of 30 feet, 30 feet (average). Bite, but poison. Hag, Green: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, swimming 30 feet. 2 claws, no weaknesses. Deep Circle is strictly better. Hag, Sea: 30 feet speed, 60 feet dark vision, 30 feet swimming, aquatic and amphibious
subtypes. 2 claws. Deep Circle is strictly better. Harphy: Fly at a speed of 20 feet, 60 feet dark vision, and 30 feet (average). 2 claws. Gargoyle is strictly better. Medusa: 30 feet fast, 60 feet dark vision. Snake bites, but not poisonous. Morlock: 40 feet speed, 60 feet dark vision, scent, 30 feet up. Bite. Sahwajin: 30 feet speed, 60 feet dark vision, 30 feet
swimming, aquatic and amphibious subtype. 2 claws, bites. Skum: Fly 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, 60 feet dark vision, 30 feet swimming, aquatic and amphibious special typhoun: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, 30 feet (average). Water and 2 claws that cause all bonus electrical damage. Dancer: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, 30 feet (average)
to fly. Stab, but poison. Monster Physique II Alchemist 4, Blood Lager 4, Magus 4, Wizard/Wizard 4 are polymorphized as small or big monster humanoids. You can get climbing 60 feet, flying 60 feet (good maneuverability), swimming 60 feet, dark vision 60 feet, low-light vision, scent, freezing, grab, jump attack, imitation, pound, sound imitation, talking with
sharks, traveling. If the creature has a special quality in this compact weapon, you get that quality. Anunnaki is really the only useful form at this level, and it is only occasionally a good option while it is neat to have so many attacks. Sneak attack users will get many attacks from giant octopus in Beast Shape III. Little Monster Humanoid: You get a +4 size
bonus on your dexterity, 2 penalties on your strength, and +1 natural armor bonus. None listed in Bestiary 1. Big Monster Humanoid: You get a +4 size bonus on your strength, 2 penalties on your dexterity, and +4 natural armor bonuses. Aunnaki: 50-foot speed, 60 feet (good), 60 feet of dark vision. Bite 4 wings, but don't get raw chisels because you don't
get the civilization's lanterns. This is a linear improvement in Gargoyle, giving you better flight speed, improving size bonuses, and attacking other natural weapons. Since your natural weapons are no longer attached to your hands, you should be able to cast spells as well as weapons and bite and wing attacks. Centaur: 50 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet,
undersize weapon, reaching just 5 feet. Useless. Minotaur: 30 feet at speed, 60 feet dark vision. Gore attack. Most options cannot be matched for other orders of the same level. Stormghost: 50 feet speed, 30 feet, dark vision 60 feet, low light field, scent. Two claws bite that cause additional electrical damage. Yeti: 40 feet, 30 feet, dark vision 60 feet,
climbing scent. 2 claws, but no lund until monster physique IV. Monster Fijik III Alchemist 5, Magus 5, Wizard/Wizard 5 in these size categories you have very few options. Gegenees is your besy bet on raw damage output, but use Tia Queen if you need a flight. Alchemists and maggi will get more use in these forms than the entire caster because these forms
have poor natural weapons. The whole caster should use beast shape III instead. Miniature Monster Humanoid: Dexter receives +6 size bonus, -4 penalty, and +1 Natural Armor bonus. None listed in the Bestiary index. Giant Monster Humanoid: You get a +6 size bonus on your strength, 4 penalties on your dexterity, and +6 natural armor bonuses.
Gegenees: 50 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, low light vision. 6 Slams plus grab them all. Sbaturim: 50 feet fast, 60 feet dark vision, undersized weapon. Gore and 2 hooves. There is no ability to endanger sbattoom. Queen tria: 30 feet speed, 50 feet (good), 60 feet dark vision, fly low light vision. Prick and poison. Monster Physique IV resists energy and
venom up, so this is basically a flying speed and a boring giant. Monster Physique IV Alchemist 6, Magus 6, Mage/Mage 6 are essentially the same as monster physique 3, but now you can get tremors, breathing weapons, rend, roar, spikes, energy resistance and vulnerability, bonuses in saving for poison. It is also no longer saddled with small arms. The
improved competency list unfortunately doesn't get much better. At this level, you can get much better results from Giant Form I. Plant Shape I Alchemist 5, Mage/Mage 5, Level 8 Wild Shape Literally All options are terrible. The beast looks better I, you get it earlier to order levels. Small plant fungus Leshy: dark vision, low-light vision, 3 crappy natural
weapons. Gourd Leshy: Dark vision, low-light vision, and one crappy slam. Reef Rish: Dark vision, low-light vision, really lousy flight. Leaf Ray: Flying and stinging poison, but the poison is terrible. Manzara: Grab and poison, but small creatures at this level aren't as good as grabs, and the poison effect is terrible. Mindlesaver Mold: You don't get anything. It is
not even clear if it can attack because the only attack of the Mindslav mold is a supernatural ability that cannot be obtained from the shape of a plant. Picomid: You get nothing. Picomid's only attack is a special ability that cannot be obtained from plant shape, so it is not even clear if it can be attacked. Seaweed Resi: Dark vision and swimming speed. I'm not
sure if you can ttack because the only attack of seaweed lacey is a special ability that can't get in plant shape. Vegepigmi: Dark Vision, Low Light Field, 2 Claws, 1d4 damage each. Xtabay: Terrible natural attacks, terrible speed, special abilities. Medium Plant BargeD: Slam at 1d8 damageplus 1.5 strength. Serrebrick Fungus: You don't get any special
abilities, and the attack of the seerbrick fungus is terrible in itself. Micheloid: You don't get any special abilities, and michelleloid attacks are terrible in and of themselves. Phantom Fungus: Phantom flesh and without blindness, phantom fungus is terrible. Jack-O-Lantern: You don't get any special abilities, and jack-o-lantern attacks are terrible in itself. Living
Topiari: No special ability, and the attack of the living topiari is terrible in itself. Mi-Go: 4 attacks and grabs are good, but Beast Shape II provides a terrifying tiger that is much more effective at using grabs. Sauroy: You don't get any special abilities, and Sauroy's attacks are terrible in itself. Violet fungus: low-light field of view, reaching 10 feet, 1d4 damage plus
strength4 tentacles. WeedWhip: You don't get any special abilities, and weedwhip's attack is terrible in itself. Yellow Musk Creeper: 1d4 with damage and one tendril from reaching 10 feet. Plant Shape II Alchemist 6, Mage/Mage 6, Level 10 Wild Shape Option The plant is better than the shape I, but you have to compete with scary tigers and chimeras.
Shame less mounds don't even come close. Allaune: With the exception of Grab, Allaune's special abilities are not enough, and the four tentacles with the grab are not enough at this level. Ascomide: You get poison and ascomid resistance, but the attack is pathetic. Assassin's Vine: Slam plus 1.5 power and grab, reach 10 feet from 1d8 damage. Resist the
cold and fire each 10 (depending on the phrase of plant shape II you can get 20). Sarga Island Pinend: Sarga Island Piend is attacked twice with grabs and contractions. Sargasum Piend also has an improved version of grabs that can wrestle enemies up to a huge size. Shame mound: 2d6 damageplus 2 slams in power and grab. Electrical resistance 20,
resistance fire 10 (but depending on the phrase of plant shape II you can get 20). Viper Vines: The bite of the Viper Vine is very powerful, and the four vines with the grab are pretty good. Unfortunately, the plant shape does not give a special ability of the serpent vine. Plant Shape III Wizard/Wizard 7, 12 levels wild shape aquaculture is not better than plant
shape II, now you have to compete with turning to the big dragon. Giant Flytrap: Low-light field of view, 4 bytes in 1d8 damage, 20-byte force, hold, and acid resistance. Hangman Tree: Grabs and 3 vines are great for giant creatures, but it's unclear if you get to use vines because they are listed as special abilities. Jinmenju: You don't get the special abilities of
Jinmenju, and natural weapons are pathetic. Capre: Capre has no special abilities, and its weapon is pathetic. Moonflower: Plant Shape III grants an impressive DR of moonflower, but none of its sectarian abilities, and moonflower attacks are terrible. Quickwood: Quickwood doesn't have any special abilities, and his weapon is pathetic. The only redemption
quality is the 60-foot reach of Quickwood as a root attack. You get a lot of opportunities using combat reflexes, but the damage at this level is not impressive. Tendriculus: The offense is normal, but the replay is fantastic. Treant: Low-light field of view, 2d6 damage, strength, fire fragility. Polymorphic Alchemist 5, Mage/Wizard 5 Features Elemental Body I,
Beast Shape II, or Ego Change, an add-on that allows you to cast on other willing targets. Turn the savage into a scary tiger for crazy charges. Turn the rogue into a giant octopus for 8 tentacles and stealth attacks. To diversify yourself you have a much better option at this level. The options list replicates all the other polymorphic spells of The Beast Shape
IV, Elemental Body III, Plant Shape II, Dragon I. Shapechange Wizard/Wizard 9, plus you can change the look into free action once per turn, although polymorphism expands all the advantages of polymorphism, big wizards/wizards 7 polymorphism. Start with a scary tiger, As a battle, then change to the yong and wreck some people. When hp is lowered, it
changes to trolls and plays for a few turns. Undead Anatomy I Alchemist 3, Blood Lager 3, Magus 3, Wizard/Wizard 3 Undead Anatomy are more than polymorphic spells. Instead of getting the same attack as all attacks in the selected form, you can get 2 claws or slams. The three attacks are fine, but they eliminate a lot of versatility and versatility that make
polymorphic spells interesting. Moreover, the undead must be physical and have a humanoid anatomy. Human limitations do not disappear until undead Anatomy IV, but humanoid anatomy requirements appear to be omnidirectional. I especially copied the rule that does not allow the above template from what you can't get when polymorphism, but I call it
back here: Undead Anatomy I specifically mention skeletons and zombies, and the high-level version of the order allows blood drains, which are mainly exclusive to vampires. Undead Anatomy II allows DR 5/bludgeoning, I have to assume for the skeleton. However, all three creaking are template creatures and are therefore not allowed by general
polymorphism rules. This is largely a distinction that breaks undead anatomy, making it very limited to utilities and very difficult to use compared to most other polymorphic spells. You can also climb 30 feet and get 30 feet (average mobility), 30 feet of swimming, low-light visibility and aroma. Because the list of available options is too small, it lists only the
most notable forms. Omitted forms do not provide the ability to be listed. At this stage, most options are functionally identical, and the only useful ability to actually get is exercise. Picture Reaper is the fastest in both land and flight speed, Len Oyster has the best oyster and climbing speed, and Dlauer is the only option with swimming speed. Unfortunately,
most of the time monster physique is a much better option since I get more attacks than I can get from gargoyles Undead Anatomy. Unless you need a positive or negative energy switch in undead anatomy, stick to your monster physique. Small Undead: Dexter supuse receives a +2 size bonus and a +1 Natural Armor Bonus. Tiyanak: Fly at a speed of 5 feet,
30 feet (average). The closest you will get to the Scout form, and the pass option for finesse users. Medium Undead: You get +2 size bonuses and +2 natural armor bonuses on your strength. Baykok: 30 feet speed, flying 30 feet (average). The relentless reaper is better. Verbarang: Fly at a speed of 40 feet, 30 feet (average). The relentless reaper is better.
Crypt: 30 feet speed, low-light vision. The only option with low-light vision. Drager: 30 feet speed, 30 feet swimming. The best choice with swimming speed. Kaki: 30-foot speed, 30-foot (average) oyster, Len: 30-foot speed, 30-foot oyster, 30 feet up. The 30-foot oyster speed is excellent. Oysters: 40 feet, 20 feet up. Len Ghoul is better. 30 feet speed, 30 feet
oyster. Figure Reaper: 60 feet speed, flying 30 feet (average). The fastest track and field speed and the best flight at this level. Gekuku: It's a good idea to go 30 feet at a speed of 15 feet. Undead Anatomy II Alchemist 5, Magus 5, Mage/Wizard 5 You can now get blood emissions, DR 5/Blood Gun, scent, freeze, grab, imitate, pound, shadowless, sound
imitation, travel. Unfortunately, there are still very few small or large undead with humanoid anomi. There are two notable options, and they are all really bad. Little Undead: You get a +4 size bonus on your dexterity, 2 penalties on your strength, and +1 natural armor bonus. Pickled puncture: 15 feet speed. Literally this is the only option of this size. Large
Undead: You get a +4 size bonus on your strength, 2 penalties on your dexterity, and +4 natural armor bonuses. Hempder: Fly 30 feet speed, 20 feet (perfect). The only option to get in excess of 30 feet. Undead Anatomy III Alchemist 6, Magus 6, Wizard/Wizard 6 You can now get universal vision, Blind Sense 30 feet, Dark Vision 60 feet (even if you already
get free), low-light vision, scent, contraction, disease, DR 5/- fear aura, grab, jet, natural cunning, overwhelming, poison, pounding, collar, undead anatomy ii options are similarly not surprising for the undead iii, considering how poor the options for anatomy. There are no options for small, and there are only three huge options. Of the few options available, it
is only worth mentioning saxra. It has excellent flying, but its combat abilities will not come anywhere near that of Allosaurus, Chimera, Dragon, or Rock Trolls. Small Undead: Dexter supres can earn +6 size bonuses, -4 penalties for health, and +1 natural armor bonuses. Naturally, there are no humanoid anatomy and small undead. Giant Undead: You get +6
size bonuses on your strength, 4 penalties on your dexterity, and +6 natural armor bonuses. Kasadokuro: 30 feet speed, DR 5/Bloodgun. Night Shade, Night Walker: 40 foot speed, low-light vision, DR 5/good silver, cold 20 resistance. Saxra: Resistant to 40 feet speed, 80 feet (good), DR 5/blood gun, cold 20. Undead Anatomy IV Wizard/Wizard 8 You can
get a general list of new abilities, but the biggest change is that you can now take the form of corporeal undead. Unfortunately, this reduces the duration of the order to the round/level. You get some good things that are incorporeal (such as the ability to touch attacks), but you shouldn't have any problem hitting, and also, a small large form size bonus is
smaller and better than what is offered by the huge form. While neat, it's really disappointing to give up Saxra and go back to Devourer. Vermin Shape I Alchemist 4, Bloodrager 4, Druid 3, Magus 4, Mage/Mage 4, Witch 3 Dymoif transforms into small or medium-sized monster pests. You can climb 30 feet and get 30 feet (average mobility), 30 feet swimming,
60 feet in dark vision, low visibility, scent and lunge. I hate bugs. I hate them. I still eat crabs from time to time, but I have to rely very conscientiously on not thinking about how closely they relate to worms. Writing this section took longer than we had to do because we felt physically repelled by the vermin shape cover of basically all the creatures. Compete
with Vermin-shaped I-Beast Shape II. The Beast shape allows considerably more ability (including notable options like grabs and pounds) which make the Vermin shape much worse than the Beast Shape II in general. However, the Vermin shape has the advantage of including dark vision and form. In an underground environment, this is a very important
advantage. Still, Vermin shape i should be reasonably at a low order level to match other polymorphic options. Use giant mosquitoes for reconnaissance. Use albino cave solpugid for battle. Little Vermin: You get a +2 size bonus and a +2 natural armor bonus on your dexterity. Assassin's Bug, Giant: 30 feet speed, flying 30 feet (clumsy), Dark Vision 60 feet.
Bite 2 claws. Beetles, Fire: 30 feet speed, 30 feet (poor), fly low light field of view. Bite attack. You can use mining and flash beetle deformation, but you get nothing. Caterpillars, horns: 30 feet speed, 30 feet, climbing 60 feet dark vision. Bites are bristories, but you don't get the protective part of the poison or bristor. Cockroaches, Giants: 30 feet speed,
climbing 30 feet, flying 40 feet (poor), dark vision 60 feet. Bite attack. Apparently terrible in battle, but a fairly decent Scout form that combines dark sight and flight. However, poor mobility can be a problem in small spaces. Crab, coconut: 30 feet speed, 20 feet swimming, 60 feet dark vision. 2 claws you can't get an aquatic subtype, so you can't breathe
underwater. Dragonfly, Giant Nymph: 10 feet speed, 30 feet swimming, 60 feet dark vision. 1 byte. You can't breathe underwater because you don't get an aquatic subtype. Fleas, Giants: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet. 1 bite attack. Parasite, Giant Rotten Grub: 20 feet speed. 1 bite attack. Scorpion, Ghost: 30 feet speed, Dark Vision 60 feet. 1 stab and 2
claws. You don't get the awesome powers of scorpions like poisons or tremors. Solipugid, Giant: 50 feet, 30 feet, 60 feet dark vision. Bite 2 claws, but poison or rend. They are fast and can go straight to hell after three attacks. Spiders, Giant Crabs: 30 feet speed, 20 feet, dark vision climbing 60 feet. 1 byte. You don't get the web or anything. Ticks, Giants: 20
feet speed, 20 feet, 60 feet dark vision. 1 byte. Water Strider, Nymph: 30 feet speed, 20 feet (poor), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 byte and 2 claws. Middle Vermin: You get +2 size bonuses and +3 natural armor bonuses on your strength. Ant, Giant: 50 feet speed, 20 feet, dark vision 60 feet, climbing scent. 1 bite 1 tingling, but get poison or grab. If GM allows,
you can use the drone version to fly 30 feet (on average). Bug, great: 40 feet speed, 30 feet (clumsy), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 bite 2 claws, but no poison or special abilities. Bees, Giants: 20 feet speed, 30 feet (average), flying 60 feet with dark vision. 1 sting attack, but no poison. Beetles, Fire: 30 feet speed, 30 feet (poor), fly low light field of view. 1
byte. Cave Fisher: Climbing 20 feet speed, 20 feet, dark vision 60 feet. 2 claws. Centi, Giant: 40 feet speed, 30 feet, dark vision climbing 60 feet. 1 bite, but poison. 2 claws. Dragonfly, Giant: 20 feet, 30 feet (average), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 bite, but grab it. Flying, Giant: 20 feet, 20 feet climbing, 30 feet (average), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 bite, but not
a disease. Leeches, Giants: 5 feet, 20 feet swimming, scent. 1 byte, but does not attach. Locusts, Giants: 20 feet, 20 feet climbing, 30 feet (average), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 bite, but saliva after saliva is a special ability. Goth, Giant: 10 feet speed, Dark Vision 60 feet. 1 byte. Mosquitoes, Giants: 20 feet speed, 30 feet (average), dark vision 60 feet, flying
scent. 1 bite, but bleeding, disease, or grab. Scorpion, Cave: Climbing 60 feet speed, 30 feet, dark vision 60 feet. 2 claws, 1 sting, no poison. Sea urchin, hunter: 15 feet, low light vision, scent. Tongue, but pull. Shrimp, Giant Mantis: 40 feet speed, 30 feet swimming, 60 feet dark vision. 2 pins, but not grab or sonic burst. Solipugid, Albino Cave: Climb 50 feet,
30 feet, 60 feet dark vision. Bite 2 claws, but pounds or rend. Spider, Giant: 30 feet speed, 30 feet, dark vision climbing 60 feet. 1 bite, but poison. termites, giants: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, scent. 1 bite further acid damage. Zen Optheride: Climb 40 feet, 20 feet, fly 20 feet (clumsy), 60 feet dark vision. With 2 claws, 1 bite, catch, poison, drain of
blood, Vermin Shape II Alchemist 5, Druid 4, Magus 5, Wizard 5, Witch 4 you can now get burrowing speed, good maneuverability, tremor, blood drain, contraction, grab, poison, pull, trample, web. Knight ants, giant queen bees, and giant scorpions are the only interesting forms at this level. Unless you really enjoy poison damage, none of them can compete
with the form available in beast shape. Little Vermin: You get a +4 size bonus on your dexterity, 2 penalties on your strength, and +1 natural armor bonus. Big Vermin: You get a +4 size bonus on your strength, a -2 penalty on dexterity, and a +5 natural armor bonus. Ant Lion, Giant: 30 feet speed, burrowing 10 feet, Dark Vision 60 feet, trembling 30 feet. One
bite plus grab. Ant, Knights: Climbing 50 feet speed, oyster 20 feet, 20 feet, dark vision 60 feet, aroma, trembling 30 feet. 1 bite with grab, 1 poison that deals strength damage. Good sense, but still a lot of threats in battle. Bee, Giant Queen: 20 feet speed, 60 feet (good), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 Sting plus poison deals constitutional damage. The best
flight available in Vermin Shape, the Constitution damages the poison. It's only 1d2, so I'm not going to kill anything But still decent. Beetle, Giant Deer: 20 feet speed, 20 feet (poor), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 byte. Beetle, Slicer: 40 feet speed, 20 feet (poor), flying 60 feet dark vision. 1 bite with 9-20 criterion range. Larvae, blood: 30 feet speed, 30 feet,
dark vision 60 feet, 1 bite, bristitues and poisons dealing with strength damage. Fleas, mammoths: 30 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet. Blood drain 1 bite for 1d2 cones. If you want to deal with constitutional damage you will get more mileage from the giant queen bee. Jellyfish, Giant: 20 feet swimming, 60 feet dark vision. Vermin Shape does not provide
aquatic subtypes, so you need to breathe air despite being unable to move to land. 1d4 Prisoner Damage Poison is very tempting, but without other means of exercise (e.g. fly spells), you will have difficulty reaching what to attack. Mantis, Giant: 30 feet speed, 30 feet ride, fly 40 feet (poor), dark vision 60 feet. Grab 2 claws, and runge. The only real
advantage of giant mantis over giant scorpions is flying. Scarab, Giant: 40 feet speed, climbing 20 feet, flying 20 feet (average), dark vision 60 feet. 1 byte. Scorpion, Giant: 50 feet speed, dark vision 60 feet, trembling 30 feet. 2 claws with grabs and 1 sting with poisons that deal strength damage. Fierce battle threat. Sea anemone, giant: 5 feet speed. 1
attack with tentacles containing catch and poison. You don't get sightless abilities, but you don't explicitly say you're blind, so you're not entirely sure what's going on in your senses in this form. Urchin, window: 5 feet speed, aroma, trembling 30 feet. Deal with strength damage and attack spine 2 to deal with poison scarcity to deal with enemy nausea. You
don't get the special powers of your spine, so you can't use them freely when people attack you. If you can easily get into the melee range, make sure you have another exercise, such as a constant fly order, because nausea poison is amazing. Spider, Giant Black Widow: 30 feet speed, 30 feet, dark vision 60 feet, trembling 30 feet. 1 Deal damage and bite
with a venom that staggers the target. You may also be attacked by web specials. The poison is wonderful, but it is the only notable work. Extremity, Giant: 20 feet speed, 60 feet (good), flying 60 feet dark vision. One shoot with a poison that damages dexterity. Giant queen bees are better because the two are largely the same, but bees have better venom.
Water Strider, Giant: 30 feet speed, 20 feet (poor), 60 feet dark vision, flying 30 feet trembling. 2 claws, 1 bite. You don't get water skates. Help! I'm GM and polymorphism is breaking my game! Polymorphism is a very powerful mechanic, and the more creatures posted for Pathfinder, the more powerful it becomes. Not all new creatures offer new viable
options, but even a handful of useful new forms rebalance polymorphism completely. Having a large list of potential options is a Generally, more than just knowing your order, the form that suits you for every situation. So, how can a reasonably game master allow polymorphism in my game without completely balancing the game? It's a good idea to be
familiar with the creatures. Druids who have never left the Arctic tundra should not be able to form reptiles or tropical birds, and you will never have heard of them unless you have studied the proper techniques. Knowledge skills will define familiarity similar to the way players can identify creature abilities and weaknesses, and will grant modifiers similar to
Scribing's Knowledge Modifiers. However, instead of requiring an inspection, spellcaster requires a mandatory skill modifier that is modified based on familiarity with the creature in question and the object that establishes a connection with that creature. Instead, technical checks may be required to adopt new forms. To do this, set the DC to 10+ the number of
ranks required. Polymorphism spells and essential skill spells require technical modifiers magnetic knowledge (area) elemental body knowledge (plane)* Form of Dragon Knowledge (Arcana) Monster Physique Knowledge (Arcana) Monster Physique Knowledge (Natural) Huge Form Knowledge (Natural) Plant Shape Knowledge (Natural) Polymorphic
Knowledge (Natural) Polymorphic Knowledge - Clone Order Undead Anatomy Knowledge (Religion) * - Druids can use natural shapes to replicate their polymorphic spells when using wild shapes (in order) to change the shape changes. Polymorphism familiarity also requires menets familiarity ranking essential description pre-10+ order levels + CR you read
about creatures or explained in detail. This is the level of the family gained from the development of normal technical rankings. Creatures can be described in great detail in books or verbal descriptions, but are still considered second-hand sources. Direct 5+ spell level + CR you have spent at least 1 minute encountering creatures, and observing or studying
otherwise creatures. If the total time it takes to observe a creature is at least one minute, fighting it is calculated for this purpose. Familiar 0+ spell level + CR you have studied live or dead creatures, directly for at least one downtime. This study may require touching, manipulating and often dissecting the body. After this time of study, the body is no longer
available for research. However, if other organisms participate in the study period they also benefit from so. Creatures below CR are counted as CR 0 for this purpose. Players can also acquire connections to their polymorphic forms to improve familiarity similar to how Scrying works. These connections help establish a mental understanding of the creatures,
making it easier for spellcasters to adopt forms. They may not have studied very much. Players must obtain these connections in advance and obtain GM approval. These can be easily acquired or created, or may require an order caster to buy from a merchant or craftsman who can produce them. Polymorphic connection connection familiarity bonus
description similarity +2 dolls, paintings or paintings that accurately depict the creatures. Token +4 Fur or skin fragments from the creature's body, claw shards, etc.: Craig's 5th Class Human Wizard knows Turself. He has 18 intelligences and 1 rank in knowledge (area). Changing the ego depends on knowledge (local). He spent a lot of time around common
humanoids such as humans and elves, so it is considered to be familiar to himself. If he wants to polymorphize as an elf, he will need a total modifier of +7 (+0 for the basic CR of 5 +2 elves), which covers his skill modification +8 (1 rank, +3 class technology, +4 intelligence). If Craig wants to polymorphis with Sasquatch (which he read but has never seen),
his +8 modifier is not enough to cover the required modifier of +9. However, Craig acquires a detailed piece of Sasquatch from a traveler who lives in a region where sasquatch is common, giving Craig a +2 modifier and meeting the required +9 modifier to form a sasquatch. Other discussions on polymorphic polymorphism
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